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Preface

In the following thesis the b.-^ckground is

based largely on John J. B. Morgan's

Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child ,

Much help has been derived from the lectures

of A.R. Turquette, instructor at Florida Southern

College, from the authors listed in the bibliography,

and from my experience as a teacher. Inspirations

from lectures and classes with other Southern

teachers have aided me in my studies.

V.S.





THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE UNAJDJUSTED SCHOOL CHILD





The Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child

Chapter I

Maladjustment

One of the great problems confronting the educa-

tional v/orld today is that of the degree to v/hich a

child Can be adjusted to the social conditions under

which he must live. Educators have struggled for

three quarters of a centur3r over this vital subject,

John J. B. Morgan places great stress on the
1

teacher's responsibility. He contends that the major-

ity of "queer" people do not suddenly become queer, but

start early in life and by imperceptible degrees be-

come the eccentrics, the criminals, the insane who

place so great a burden on society. From this he con-

cludes that one important duty of the teacher is to

recognize and correct danger signals in their early

stages.

His philosophy embraces the plan of studying a

child's attitudes and behavior, of attempting to

deterraine the type of adult that would develop, and

1, Morgan, John J.B, P sychology of the Unadjusted

School Child





in the light of such studies of preventing disintegrat-

ing types of conduct.

Teachers, parents, and all responsible for child

training are v/arned that they are endowed v/ith no na -

tive ability for discriminating dangerous trends from

benign ones, but that they must learn by cultivating

tolerance, correct attitudes, the ability to recognize

defects and peculiarities; that they must possess defi-

nite ideas of what traits are desirable and how to in-

stil them; that they must avoid projecting themselves

into children's conduct with intolerance and blindness,

and that knowledge of mental disorders is essential to

guidance into healthful mental maturity.

Deviations from the normal may be manifested by

sulking, by cruelty, by lying or stealing, by refusal

to play xvith other children, and by various other

disturbing acts.

Maladjustments may be caused by mental derangements

resulting from defective heredity, from pre-or post-

natal injuries, from faulty nutrition, from a diseased

nervous system, from bad intellectual or emotional

habits, from social or economic stress, and from many

other causes. Rarely, if ever, does a single factor





produce mental irregularities, iDut a combination of

causes is generally operative.

The unfounded theory that mental maladjustments

result from immoral "behavior finds some adherents and

often hinders attempts to correct maladjustments.

Adults sometimes place the blame for unsatisfac-

tory conduct on hereditary influences and make little

attempt to assist the child to form habits that would

prevent failure in life.

Though the relative potency of heredity and envir-

onment can not be measured definitely, all mental dis-

orders may be traced to one of these causes. Certain

hereditaiy tendencies may be modified or changed by en-

vironment and by removing physical handicaps.

Anemia, tuberculosis, syphilis, meningitis, polio-

myelitis, and other diseases may affect the nervous

system and seriously interfere with the child's best

adjustment. Glandular irregularities may profoundly

influence personality development, " Adequate adjust-

ability to life with its varied and manifold problems

is becoming increasingly a matter for thought on the
1

part of each and every individual,"

In studying maladjustments the teacher may be aided

by the geneticist who integrates hereditary factors ; by

1, Fisher, V,E.— An Introduction to Abnormal Psychology





the obstetrician v;lio gives facts of pregnancy and birth;

by the social worker v/ho studies the child's life his-

tory; by the physician who determines the presence of

harmful elements; by the psychoanalyst who discovers

psychogenetic causes for disruption of mental life; by

the psychiatrist who searches for symptoms of mental

disease. In following the specialists' instructions

it is necessary to understand difficulties and to seek

remedies.





Chapter II

Essential Adjustments of Childhood

The child must learn the fundamental lavfs of

nature and must adjust primitive impulses to restric-

tions of the environment in v/hich he lives. Elders

may soften some experiences, but hurts are inevitable

and must be suffered before life's lessons are mas-

tered. It is essential to learn that nature's laws

are inexorable and not to be changed by human effort,

however much social, economic, and moral laws may vary.

Through trial-and-error adjustments, society has

established standards of conduct and makes little al-

lowance for natural equipment or peculiar circumstances

.

I^he individual must conform to standards of his group if

he would enjoy social approval. All behavior seems to be

learned, for "there is no evidence whatever of native ad-

justment bej'-ond the first few weeks of infancy, for subse-

quent to that period human behavior is based on education."

Morrison says also, "Adjustment is the attainment

of moral attitudes, tastes, insights in relation to the

attainment of volitional and symbolic capacity, until

the person is rounded out into an individual, "

1. Morrison, Henry C, — Basic Principles in Education





Those in charge of child training should learn to dis-

tinguish betr/een manifestations of the nervous system due

to heredity—those traits transmitted through the genes

—

and the ones due to environment—those that affect the fer-

tilized ovum and the resulting individual.

Abnormal traits may originate from weakness due to dis-

ease, from periods of stress, and from other factors. They

may have physical causes due to toxins from outside— as

alcohol, opium, etc; toxins within—as syphilis, tubercu-

losis, influenza, disordered glands; or from destruction of

the nerve tissue by direct physical injury- as a blow or

bullet wound; or they may have mental causes—those related

to functioning of the nervous system.

Adjustment is required not only for the growing child,

but it must continue as long as one lives. Each new sit-

uation requires its own response based on past experience,

and the successful person is the one who has learned how

to adjust to situations as they present themselves, " Ad-

justment should always be viewed as a dynamic process and
1

never as a static condition,"

One who would gain mental stamina must practice prin-

ciples of evaluating personality adjustments, must under-

stand the meaning and use of defense mechanisms, must be

able to judge individual differences, and be able to treat

1« Morgan, John J. B, Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child





able to judge individual differences, and be able to

treat people according to their variations.

A child must develop stamina and independence grad-

ually and must face situations of increasing difficulty

so as to be prepared to meet each crisis as it comes.

Plasticity must be retained. Periods of stress are se-

rious only for those untrained to meet them, and there

should be a guide with a clear conception of dangers to

be avoided.

As essential adjustment is the development from de-

pendence on adults to sturdy/ self-dependence in the phy-

sical, mental, and economic realms. Por a child, physi-

cal independence is relatively easy. Intellectual

development offers more difficulties but if a child is

taught early to think clearly and to arrive at the for-

mulation of his o^vn code by thinking through his ovm

problems, he should attain the desired goal. Economic

independence v/ill result if proper attitudes are learned

in the home and if the child has some responsibility in

family life, learns v/ise spending, and has suitable vo-

cational training. In each realm independence results

from proper attitudes, responsibility, and the habit of

thinking things through.

The first great social adjustment comes from learn-

ing that prolonged self-gratification can result only
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from proper consideration for others. This adjustment

results from struggles in which persistence, trlal-and-

error attempts, and other activities are used for gain-

ing an end "before a child capitulates and learns this

social lesson.

Love for mother or nurse is a step in social adjust-

ment and is a key to future development. A proper bal-

ance between delayed gratification and present indul-

gence places one high in social adaptation.

Adjustments are essential in connection ^--rith activ-

ities for the preservation of the race. Biological urges,

physiological tensions, and reflex behavior patterns are

closely linked with sex life. As a preparation for

adolescent adjustment there should be given opportunity

for v/holesome play activities between boys and girls.

Self control and high ideals should be taught very early.

Appetites and emotions should be educated or sublimated.

Certain sex adjustments are made in the process of

^/eaning a child from dependence on mother. Self love,

love for parents, boy and girl love follow in successive

periods and should lead to wider altruism,

For a child to be trained to retain wholesome atti-

tudes throughout all his adjustments is a worthy aim

for teachers and parents. To teach ideals some under-
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standable and attainable reward must be linked vrith

the instruction. Social approval is a suitable reward

for conduct, but it must be used carefully and sometimes

a child must be taught to appreciate it. Some children

are made arrogant and some are neglected through the

unwise use of social approval. Ridicule and shaming

hinder normal adjustment.

Abstract ideals are of little use to children;

there must be constant practice in learning habits

leading to a definite code of living. Ideals and con-

duct must be mutually interactive and modifiable.

Learning to be honest v/ith one's self is an important

step. Habits of success can be learned,

Shaffer defines the adjustive process as the ex-

ploratory activity v/hich begins when a drive is aroused

and ends when the drive is extinguished. He says that

for a person to satisfy all his motives with regard for

their functioning as an interrelated system is good
1

adjustment.

1. Shaffer, L.F.— Psychology of Adjustment
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Chapter III

Defense Mechanisms

In struggles with life's issues the outcome may-

be victor^r, defeat, or compromise. Complete victory or

complete defeat is comparatively rare. Compromise is

more frenuent, and the goal is to approach victory as

closely as possible,

Morgan places great stress on the dangers of com-

promise, on the need of facing difficulties squarely,

and on the importance of early establishing habits of

success. The essentials of success are fortitude, per-

sistence, self-assurance, the mnning attitude, and the

habit of meeting reality sturdily, and of solving diffi-

culties in a straightforward manner. All these things,

he says, can be taught by giving pupils patterns for

noimal behavior instead of allox/ing unr/holesome beha-

vior patterns to persist. A series of small victories

can pave the ^vay to a success attitude.

To make an effective fight when a mental conflict

arises some device, or mechanism, is used. Some of these

devices are hannful and others are valuable unless used

excessively. The correct choice of defense mechanisms.
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the correct and timely use of them, and the ability to

shift from one to another is important , and children

should be given help in analyzing problems and in be-

coming efficient in fighting mental battles. 'J-'he in-

dividual child must be studied and specific analysis

of factors made to aid in substituting good for undesir-

able behavior patterns.

'i-'he teacher should note evidences of conflict,

should analyze her ov.rn emotional reactions and all ele-

ments of the struggle, then should make a tentative hy-

pothesis of causal factors. She should understand the

significance of defense mechanisms for varying ages, A

calm, dispassionate perspective should be maintained, A

moral issue should never be made of trivial acts, but a

child should be encouraged to keep his conflicts in the

open and on an objective level,

A v/idely used defense method is to explain defeat

by blaming others for one's ovm shortcomings. This often

results from emphasis on punishment and if not stopped

early may result in paranoia, characterized by delusions

of persecution. Finding the cr:use of misconduct is more

Important than fixing the blarae, and retributive punish-

ment should be avoided. Punishment should be a direct

consequence of a child's acts, should be firm v/ithout

rancor or vacillation, and should be understood by the child,
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Children are quick to learn to hold attention and

to distract it when they wish to escape observation and

are quick to invent devices for gaining their ends and

covering their deficiencies. A teacher should recognize

the underlying motives of behavior and should be alert

to signs of peculiar, excessive, and inconsistent conduct.

Attempts to distract attention from serious moral

acts or thoughts by committing minor immoralities are

started to deceive others, but they may lead to pronounced

self-deceit, as in memory losses and splitting of the

personality.

Various devices v/hich are used by abnormal children

as defenses and to attract or distract attention may lead

to serious consequences, A child may distract attention

from cowardice by posing as a hero in situations in which

there is no real danger. Some act may be performed to

hide a secret, shameful motive, with the result that the

child is v/holly deceived about himself.

Since reality is a hard master, many who find them-

selves dissatisfied with conditions take refuge in day-

dreaming and invent an imaginary world in v/hich to escape

from reality. This escape mechanism may pave the way for

manic-depressive psychoses. Dreams are essential for the

achievement of great things and sometimes may have value
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in relieving the monotony of life, but there must be an

adjustment between dreams and reality if success is to

be the outcome. Daydreams may start an inspiration to-

wards higher things and so may serve a valuable purpose.

Parents and teachers often unthinkingly'- give children

cause to take refuge in daydreaming. An obstacle in the

way of understanding the meaning of daydreams comes from

trying to find how much is true. The important thing is

to note on what elements the dreamer places emphasis and

to ascertain his reasons for telling his fancies.

The danger of daydreaming comes from its being U39

d

as an escape from reality and from the fact that daydreams

are the product of frustrated motives and that they fail

to result in normal satisfaction, A child may daydream

in order to gain a victory over a situation that defeated

him. In such a case an opportunity for real victory may

overcome his resorting to phantasy.

Boys and girls form their own standards not easily

changed by arg\aments of elders. Physically handicapped

children may often find escape in developing capacities

in the mental world to satisfy their own standards.

Children sometimes adopt q^ueer behavior patterns to

avoid punishment, to avoid the recognition of impulses

or deficiencies of which they are ashamed. These de-
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vices often lay the fotuidations for neuroses in later

life and should be corrected before thejr are firmly-

fixed. Conduct that is understood rarely seems queer.

Memories may be repressed as a defense against re-

calling unpleasant past experiences v/hich may cause se-

rious mental conflicts.

A comriion defense mechanism functions in ap"l3»^ing

the lar of contrast. Host qualities are estimated in

terms of comparison. The possession of some marked de-

fect causes a feeling of inferiority which may lead to

seeking flag's in others as defense against this feeling.

Children should be taught that it is a poor method of

defense to gain self-esteem my maligning, ridiculing, or

teasing others about their peculiarities; that it de-

notes not ability but inferiority on the part of the

fault finder. A violently expressed antagonism for sex

is often a cover for secret sex desires.

Comparison may rarely stimulate to improvement, but

it is a dangerous tool. A child should be taught to

work towards his own improvement '.Tithout regard to the

success or failure of others.

Backbiting and reforraation activities on the part

of a child are symptoms of failure and of a need for

increased self confidence.
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Chapter IV

Fears

Fear situations require careful, intelligent hand-

ling, and the child must be shovm ho'.v to make a definite

adjustment to the cause of fear, but the attempt to in-

hibit reactions v/hen a child is tense merely increases

the tension. Some children enjoy the fear emotion and

seek fearful situations for the thrill. Such children

require careful social adjustment, but the pleasure

inherent in some fear experiences forms a great obstacle

to adaptation.

Unreasonable fears may be assumed to prevent di-

vulging reasonable ones. In such cases the real rather

than the expressed fear must be considered.

Morgan says, " The greatest enemy that any individ-

ual has is himself; and one's self is the thing most to
1

be feared." To master one's self is to master the uni-

verse and to teach a child self mastery is to give him

the strongest possible tool tovrards proper a'ijustment

and towards eradicating fears.

Link says," Actually our fears are the forces that

make us, when dealt v/ith by decisive action, or that

break us if dealt with by indecision, procrastination,

1. Morgan— The Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child
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and ratiocination."

Disguised fears may be corrected by being dealt v/ith

rationally and by having attention directed to the under-

lying cause of fear. Phobias, or morbid fears, rarely

develop fully in childhood and should be corrected in early

manifestations.

The process of assigning an unreasonable cause for

fear as a defense against divulging the real, reasonable

fear is known as emotional displacement. The genuine fear

is usually one of which the individual is ashamed, and sup-

pression into the unconsciousness may cause mental unbal-

ance. Until the cause is found and recognized the fear is

apt to persist. Abnormal fears cannot be dispelled by

mere reasoning. Active adjustment to the cause of fear

must be made.

Fear—or the tendency to flee-- comes under the three

types of motives— soraato, or those subservient to bodily

needs; alio, or those subservient to the race; and ego,

or those subservient to individual needs.

Every person has need for a feeling of security.

Feelings of insecurity can sometimes be traced to the im-

pulse of mothers to keep their children dependent and to

prolong solicitous care instead of teaching self-reliance,

though fears of any kind can give rise to this feeling.
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Fisher and Link agree that fear is the greatest in-

hibitor, suppressing motives and interests.

Genuine fear makes even the strongest feel insecure,

but a feeling of insecurity is often based on the habit

of failing when confronted by a difficulty instead of

having learned to overcome obstacles. Habits of worry-

ing also foster a feeling of insecurity and an attitude

of fear.

An inferiority complex is the base of many fears, and

to eradicate these it is necessary to understand how the

feeling was acquired, A child should be taught not to

fear school examinations but to welcome the challenge

they offer. Fears may lead to sleeplessness, sleep-

walking, enuresis, dishonesty, exhibitionism, headaches,

indigestion, mutism, and a host of other evils. Sex im-

pulses may give rise to fears which lead to morbid anx-

iety. A free natural attitude and a clear vision to-

wards sex subjects are needed to eliminate hidden fears.

Healthful outlets and wholesome activities in which the

sexes can mingle v/ill cause many fears to vanish.
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Chapter V

Introverts -Extroverts

Link defines introversion as selfishness and extro-

version as unselfishness and maintains that morality,

adjustability, and happiness lie on the road to unself-
1

ishness. He says also that all infants are introverts.

Most psychologists recognize an introvert as a per-

son who habitually directs his attention to his o'vn feel-

ings, emotions, and symptoms, and an extrovert as an in-

dividual v/ho is habitually directed to'.'ards his environ-

ment— a practical person v/hose acts, emotions, and men-

tal processes are influenced by external conditions

rather than by introspection.

Fisher says that selfishness or unselfishness has

nothing to do with it— that extroversion embodies as-

pects of the subjective environment in personal identi-

ty and that introversion identifies one with ideas or

mental representations and gives the impression of self-

concern. He says, " It is the degree of consciousness

which belongs to an individual's mental activities and pro-

cesses that determines the introversion-extroversion index."

1, Link, Henr^/ C, Return to Religion

£, Fisher, V.E, Introduction to Abnormal Psychology
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Morgan holds that the introvertive type of person

learns to become insensitive to a challenge and callous

to the chagrin of defeat; that the extrovertive person

fights vigorously even though the odds be against him

and gives up in defeat only when he is completely worsted.

His alternations of success and failure may contribute

to the manic-depressive personality. The introvert cul-

tivates himself and learns to do v/ithout success so

long as he can have his ovm thoughts.

If introverts are to avoid serious mental irregu-

larities, they must be helped in the early stages, for

in later stages they become inaccessible, and at all

stages are apt to have queer emotional re'^ctions, to

take little interest in ordinary affairs of life, and

often to lack even the spirit to keep themselves neat.

Fisher sa^'S that all infants are extroverts; that

overtly, extroverts tend to be ascendant towards others;

that overtly, introverts tend to be submissive, but that

implicitly the opposite is often true.

Fisher applies the term aiabiverted to those indi-

viduals v;ho are neither introverted nor extroverted but

^'/ho appear to belong between the two extremes. Most per-

sons belong in the third classification. An individual

may react to some situations in an introverted manner

and in otiiers may react in an extroverted manner.
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Jtmg believes that the chief differentiating fac-

tor is in the direction of attention and interest. He

holds that one's introversion-extroversion index is

fundamentally a matter of inheritance, that it is an

inherent characteristic of the individual's psycholog-
1

ical constitution.

1. Jung, C, G. — Psychological Type s
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Chapter VI

Compensation

The bitterness of defeat may be softened by using

any triumph as compensation. Each failure that can be

matched with victory establishes a balance that tends to

develop satisfaction. Children quickly learn to level

the hills and valleys of elation and depression, and

fortunate is the child v/ho early acquires this balance.

Many people of unstable temperament enjoy life's

extremes and are always either on the heights or in the

depths. This dubious pleasure has elements of danger,

for this manner of living exaggerates a tendency to in-

stability, and the individuals often develop manic-de-

pressive psychoses and ill health in adult lii'e.

In compensation a person endeavors to relieve him-

self of a feeling of inferiority by gaining a feeling

of competence in another field. Compensation is always

a substitution and indicates that some desire or inter-

est has been thwarted,

" Compensatory activity is a substitute activity

elected by the Individual for the purpose ofsecuring a
1

sense of equality with others,"

1. Fisher, V.^.— Introduction to Abnormal Psychology
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Compensation may take the form of a perverted atti-

tude leading to experiences which increase maladjustment,

as a compensation is often motivated by a feeling of in-

feriority, though it often finds expression in an over-

evaluation of some trait or possession or in identifying

one's self with a superior organization or individual,

Many methods of compensation are developed through the

process of rationalization, by which an individual un-

consciously misconstrues the motives for his acts or

thoughts. These methods lead to self-deceit which is

difficult to overcome.

Compensation as a means of avoiding admitting weak-

ness involves a strain and requires care on the part

of the teacher to help build up an attitude of self-

confidence. Children often compensate for defeat by mis-

conduct which in analysis is a product of mental conflict,

A child should be taught to evaluate himself honest-

ly and to take a suitable place in society without being

driven to try to be superior in some respect in which

he is actually inferior. An Individual's abilities

should be directed to their own level.
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Chapter VII

Discipline

Emphasis upon discipline often exaggerates a child's

normal tendency to escape punishment by shirting blame

to others. Discipline in the form of punishment is too

often administered without taking the trouble to learn

the reasons for the child's irritating behavior, without

learning what the child's understanding of the rules of

the game of life are, and without being sure that the

pvmishment fits the misdemeanor.

Discipline in the form of restraint is a necessity

in adjustment to life situations. Link says, " The dis-

cipline principle emerges as the underlying factor in

developing a good personality and the strategic time to

teach children to subordinate their impulses to higher

values is when they are too young to understand, but not
1

too old to accept."

He says again that no matter what activities the

child pursued, the ones that did what they pleased, when

they pleased, and as they pleased had a lower personal-

ity quotient, and that those who did the things they did

not like to do and did them, because they had been taught

that these v;ere the right and necessary things to do

ranked higher.

l.Link, Henry C.— Personality Can Be Acquired
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All individuals and groups must submit to disci-

pline in the interests of specific and general welfare

and some learning products are attained only by rigid

discipline. The sooner a child becomes capable of self-

discipline the greater the contribution he makes to the

stabilizing of his social environment. Discipline in

the mental, moral, and physical realms is essential.

Morrison says," Is is folly to cultivate the delu-

sion that children in the home and pupils in the school
1

should never be placed under restraint or compulsion."

He says also, " Discipline in the sense of restraint
1

is at the heart of the whole instructional process."

Intellectual discipline is necessary as children

naturally tend to behave irrationally because inconsist-

ency and disorder do not disturb them, and they must be

admonished and prevented from irrational conduct vmtil

behavior patterns are established. Attempts to change

habits by ordinary disciplinary measures instead of seek-

ing causes is an unintelligent system destined to failure.

Shaffer says, " "The child v/ho rims v/ild does not

develop adequate integrative control. He fails to form

the habit of putting off the satisfaction of inmediate

and partial desires for the sake of greater and more

1. Morrison, Henry C,— Basic Principles In Education
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1
remote ends," He says too, " At the opposite extreme

to lack of control, excessively repressive discipline

predisposes to maladjustment, '^he child v/ho is compelled

to obey demands which he cannot understand" is being

trained in an incoordination of thought and action.

If the control of the child vacillates, being strict at

times and negligent at others, the child does not know

what to expect and develops no coherent standards of
1

conduct."

•]_. Shaffer The Psychology of Adjustment
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Chapter VIII

Social Malad;]ustments

The most conspicuous evidence of social maladjust-

ment is the inability to get along with people. Closely-

allied to this is an indifference about making friends.

Both of these faults manifest themselves early in life.

The test of any program of social training is in

its ability to handle the exceptional child of abnormal

or subnormal capacities.

A school curriculum is well balanced only when it

gives maximum advantages in the race for social adjust-

ment, and its efficiency is shov/n by the attitudes de-

veloped. Attitudes are much more important than acts,

and improper attitudes are signals for analysis and re-

medial measures.

Persistent failure to make social adjustments is

evidence of some deep rooted difficulty which must be

eliminated or changed. Analysis of difficulty must never

be so carried on as to make the child self conscious.

Social adjustments are learned reactions but can be

learned onlj'* by much practice. Growth into independence

may result into an indifference to social relations un-

less the lessons of social interaction and cooperation
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are learned. The conviction that one is necessary to

the happiness and v/elf:-re of others is a great social-

izing pov/er.

In dealing with social maladjustment, individual

differences must he considered, Egocentricity is nat-

ural to children hut should as early as possible give

place to altruism. Too much dependence on any one per-

son may hinder social adjustment. A child should learn

to adapt himself to an increasingly large number of per-

sons, for only by so doing can he learn how to treat

different people. To get along with others it is nec-

essasy to understand them, " Social maturity means
1

social discernment."

By noticing and responding to irrational behavior

adults often teach a child to be queer and the kind of

behavior a child uses indicates the area of sensitivity

of adults in the child's social environment.

The surest way to socialize a child is through di-

rected play, for social adjustment becomes a necessity,

and in teamwork he learns the give and take of life

without realizing that he is being taught, and he learns

the joy of being essential to the pleasure of others.

1. Morgan, John J.ji.— Psychology of the Unadjusted

School Child
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Chapter IX

Delinquency

Children with unstable habits often become the

adult or juvenile delinquents who place so great a

financial and social burden upon the world. Not al-

ways are these delinquents mentally defective, and it

is advisable in beginning the study of delinquents to

give an intelligence rating to discover the level of

mental powers, in order to make an intelligent diagno-

sis of the abilities or abnormalities which give rise

to irregular conduct. Treatment must be determined

by the results of study of underlying motives, alv^rays

taking into account the limits of natural equipment.

V/henever practicable the environment should be

changed and adapted to the individual, always planning

to provide for the best possible social adjustment.

Some children steal because of lack of apprecia-

tion of property rights; some from a morbid desire for

certain possessions; some from anexaggerated idea of

the importance of money; some to gain popularity by

giving presents or to give the appearance of affluence;

and some for the thrill of adventure. Once a tendency

to lie or steal or be cruel is definitely established it
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is difficult to overcome, but changes can be made in

early manifestations.

Since misconduct is a learned product , a system of

re-education is superior to one involving punislment. It

has been found that habits are rarely if ever modified

by punishment but only by the substitution of nev/ be-

havior patterns.

To prevent delinquency a child should be taught

very early that the thing that brings most happiness

is the moral thing. He should learn that immoral acts

bring suffering on himself and others.

To learn these lessons children must be made to see

that they really gain by being good; they must realize

that honestj?- is a social necessity; they must under-

stand that they lose by disobeying moral la:7S and that

morality is a social, cooperative scheme designed for

the benefit of the individual as v/ell as for society.
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Chapter X

Mental Hygiene

For social adjustment a sound program of mental

hygiene must he developed into every school system, hut

hack of this there must he in each home some attempt

for advancing mental hygiene.

Fisher says that the school, church, and community

combined exert less influence than the home and that by

the age of six the child personality and character have

assumed a fairly definite pattern; that most criminality,

indolence, sexual perversion, and prostitution could

he prevented during the first eight or ten years of life;

that all children should he taken to psychology clinics

for periods of observation beginning at the age of one

year and continuing until the child is eight or ten;

that almost invariably there is v/ork to be done v/ith one

or both parents in case of a child v/ho is developing
1

a maladjusted personality.

Morrison says," The cultural patterns of the home

are established and the best that the best schools can
2

do is to modify; they can seldom replace."

1. Fisher, V.E.— Introduction to Abnormal Psychology

2, Morrison, E.G. Basic Principles in Education
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Shaffer says that the school may be a contributing

factor to many conduct problems and that a large number

of maladjustments shov; their first symptoms in school

situations and that since the school claims about a third

of the child's waking time the school has increasing
1

responsibility for child welfare.

Intense child interest is the first step in building

a good mental hygiene schedule, and a teacher must regard

children's habits in relation to their effect on their

mental health. To be effective a school should have at

least one consultant teacher outstanding in skill in

understanding and in knovrledge of mental disorders and

abnormalities, and a central clinic or guidance bureau

should be held in large systems.

To help, a teacher must gain the child's confidence,

must listen without emotional prejudice or prying; must

be trust'jvorthy ; must observe the child's reactions at

work and at play and to his associates; must observe his

drawings and imaginary recitals; and in eveiy v;ay must

try to understand the child's motives.

Very important is the study of motives evolved

from emotional and physiological tensions— mastery,

social approval, sex, conformity, and others. The substitu-

tion of a new line of activity for one in v/hich failure

1, Shaffer— The Psychology of Adjustment
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has been experienced is an important part of mental hy-

giene work, and activities in social organizations may-

be utilized to advantage. If the child's energies can

be directed into proper outlets and if he can be made

to see v;hat is going on in his mental life, he v/ill de-

velop into a stronger individual than if sublimations

are made blindly.

Religion, athletics, peotry, art, business or pro-

fessional life or studies, vocational activities, and

many other interests may be used in sublimation for young

people as well as for adults,

A sound mental program requires intelligent sex in-

struction. Crane says that parents and teachers should

begin correct sexual education of youngsters as soon as

they ask questions on sach subjects, but should never go

further than the child asks questions unless he is nearing

the teens and seems timid and inhibited. He says that

children usually dismiss thoughts regarding sex if their

curiosity has been satisfied, but if the parent seems

embarassed, tries to laugh the situation off, or says the

youngster is too young to understand, he will go to

his playmates for information and may never again question
1

his parents,

1. Crane, n,W,— Sex Instruction For Children
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He says that most American boys and girls have

become well informed about sexual Intercoiirse and preg-

nancy by the fourth grade of grammar school and that

many habits considered dangerous are perfectly normal

and if directed properly lead to no harraful results as

many prudish people fear,

Shaffer says that an intelligent knowledge of sex

is not sufficient but that attitudes towards sex are of

even greater importance and that they may be distorted

by conditioning or by the adoption of the points of view
1

of maladjusted parents ,

Morgan says that we should recognize that improper

thinking in connection with sex matters may cause pe-

culiarities of conduct and that correcting such thinking

may prevent the development of such peculiarities into

more serious maladjustment. He maintains that moral

sense may be developed by a candid explanation of nature's

lav7S and one can avoid the compulsion of false shame

which drives children to forgetting or distortion in
2

compromise with reality.

In personality adjustment it is important for the

guides to be broadminded in the matter of sex education.

1. Shaffer The Psychology of Adjustment

2. Morgan Psychology of the Unadjusted School Child
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The goal of a mental hygiene program is the devel-

opment and maintenance of normal mental functions.

Its effective v/orking means much to the stabilitjr of

the individual and of the race, and prevention is

easier than cure.

I.
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